
 She started riding when she was 

a mere 5 years old… Little did 

anyone realize what would 

develop… Now, 15 years later 

she’s wicked fast – hard 

charging and incredibly driven.  

Her name is Mackenzie Tricker 

and although she’s over 10,000 

miles from her home in 

Vineyard, New South Wales, Australia this Motocross ripper is 

right at home on American soil. She’s proven she has 

Championship moto speed and now with her most recent win at 

Round One of the Full Gas Sprint Enduro – she has shown she can 

carry some of that fast rhythm in the woods as well!  

So take a moment and learn a little bit about Ms. Tricker – not the 

average “Sheila”… 

 

  How did you get into riding dirt bikes? Did you take to it right away?  
 

 We always had a bike at home and my dad owned a boat 
dealership about 30 minutes from home and to get there we had to 
pass a track so I just begged him and one day he took me there and it 
kinda just went from there. 
 
 
 



  When did you move to America? Was it racing that brought you 
here? How does the riding/racing compare? 
 

  I spend a lot of time in America but it's still not home to me, 
Australia will always be home. I spend about 6-9 months here each 
year. I came over in 2009 to go to MTF for 3 weeks and then we came 
back at the end of 2011 to race Mini O’s and I've been here pretty 
much most of every season since. The motocross scene is a lot bigger 
here in America so it's easier to go racing. 

 

 You have been incredibly successful in your racing – what are a 
couple of your most memorable races and accomplishments? 
 

 I have had some great results over the years but for sure what 
stands out the most is my 3 championships at Loretta Lynn's! I've also 
won a bunch of Australian titles and some other American amateur 
titles along with WMX rounds. 

 

 Any thoughts on where you see yourself in five years? 
 

 I really am not sure, I'd like to be still racing but I'm just taking 
it day by day at the moment. 

 

 Two Stroke or Four Stroke? 
 

 Four stroke all day every day!  



 Are you happy with the direction of the sport in regards to women 
and their opportunities and support they get? Is there something in 
particular that you would like to see improved to benefit women in the 
sport? 
 

 That question is a rather touchy subject I guess. I just want to 
go racing, so many people just whine about everything and that's not 
going make it any better. I think there are a lot of things that could 
change but for now I think it's what it is and we just need girls to go 
racing so we can try and grow the sport. 

 

  I saw you at the Full Gas Sprint Enduro series opener in Gaston, SC – 
you were rippin! Not only did you win the Women’s class up against some 
accomplished off-road racers – you also managed a very impressive 49th 
Overall! So coming from a Motocross background - what did you think 
about the format of FGSE? 
 

 Yeah it was my first race like that - I did a Mid East last August 
but other than that I'm new to it. The Full Gas I’d say works a little in 
my favor as I'm used to sprinting like that. I was happy how I did - I 
really would have like to be in the lower 40s overall but I crashed in 3 
tests and the one I crashed in Sunday I lost about 40seconds. But 
overall it was great! 
 
 
 
 

 
 



 Are you going to follow the series as it heads to Florida for Round 2 
and then keep the wheels rolling into the WMX Championship Series 
opener in Daytona? 
 

 I would really like to but we are just taking it day by day right 

now - getting ready for WMX… that's the ultimate goal for this year is 

to be ready for that. 

  I know Motocross is your specialty – what are your thoughts about 
off-road?... Other than FGSE have you raced any other woods races?   
 

  I like it, it's something different. I only have raced that one Mid 
East last year.  

 

  Is there a woman in the sport that you admire? 
 

 Jessica Patterson for sure, she's a good friend of mine. She's set 
the bar so high for any of us other girls… 7 championships and a 
bunch of other great results! But it's great to have her on my side, 
there's a lot I can learn from her! 

 

 

 

 



 There is a pretty impressive crop of young female racers coming up – 
is there anyone in particular you feel really stands out to be a breakout 
success? 
 

 There's a number of girls doing good that are up and coming 
but they are on little bikes right now, I have no doubt they will be 
great but it's a different story when you get on the big bikes. I'm 
interested to see how they do, but it will be great for the sport to 
have a couple more, faster girls in the mix. People want to see good 
racing. 

 

  Getting and Giving Advice… We don’t always take it – but what is the 
best riding advice you have been given and from your own experience if 
you could choose one piece of riding advice to give what would it be? 
 

 That's a tough question, but for sure just focus on yourself.  
 

  

Dirt Bike Girl Adventures…because Dirt Bike + Girl = Adventures! 
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